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design directive
reconnect Heijplaat and RDM according to port/citizen agreement

create innovative water retention and mitigation techniques (flooding and stormwater)

design new western road truck route with included greenspace addition and noise abatement



issues
climate change adaptation (increased flood risks + storm events)

transportation and logistics (routing, safety, noise + particulates)

local social and economic networks (shrinking neighborhood and green space)



History of Heijplaat
Built to house workers of RDM, Heijplaat was built in the early twentieth century in the form of a designed garden village.  
Decades of success created a strong and well-knit community that residents felt strong appreciation for.  However, RDM 
bankruptcy in 1983 forced almost all residents to leave.  Although RDM has reestablished itself in the innovation and education 
sectors, the village of Heijplaat is struggling to regain its original qualities; this has led to a severed connection between RDM 
and the village which needs to be restitched.
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Values + Motives
reconnecting Heijplaat + RDM

stormwater mitigation
multifunctional infrastructure + space

improving the quality of life
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the port
Stretching for over 40 km from Rotterdam to the North Sea, the Port of Rotterdam is 
Europe’s largest port with an annual influx of over 450 million tons.

The Port of Rotterdam is expanding operations towards the North Sea at an 
impressive rate, leaving behind open swaths of unused industrial lands.
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The Site
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Located southwest of downtown Rotterdam, the Heijplaat + RDM site is situated in the 
midst of evolving industrial lands.  
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site conditions
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reconnecting Heijplaat + RDM

stormwater mitigation
multifunctional infrastructure + space

improving the quality of life
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proposedexisting

pedestrian + road modifications

New Pedestrian Routes

Pedestrian connectivity 
between RDM and the Old 
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water mitigation

there are little to no current stormwater 
mitigation devices on site

most current surface runoff is directed into river

21,800 cubic meters 
of water storage

proposedexisting
storm water cisterns

storm water interventions

piped storm water

Water on roads to 
reduce PPM



noise reduction
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creating green space
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view from terp towards Heijplaat neighborhood

addition of green open space creates social, 
ecological, and stormwater mitigation benefits
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tidal park
river tidal system (daily + weekly high flood inundation)

connective tissue between old and new villages which 
also emphasizes education of river tidal systems



multi-functionality
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wall typologiesnoise + particulate matter reduction
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multi-functionality
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reconnecting Heijplaat + RDM

stormwater mitigation
multifunctional infrastructure + space

improving the quality of life
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